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Rarin' to Go

Bike North Century Challenge Goes Further
The popular BNCC Event returns for another year in 2012 – mark your diaries for the last Sunday in April. BNCC is a fun
(and potentially challenging) day, free for all Bike North members. You can be in it. You should be in it!! There is an option
suitable for almost all riders, so get BNCC into your calendar on 29 April.
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Challenge Enthusiasts

lunch

What is the event?
Once a year BN offers you the chance to ride in a way that differs from all our other Bike
North Rides. You ride in a small group of two, or three or four bikes. You form your group by
yourself, or by a "match-making request" via the event organiser. On the day, you ride
closely together the whole way without spitting up and without joining up with other groups.
You ride independently on a set route following detailed instructions. Importantly you ride at
your pace and stop when and where you like. You choose your cafe. Should you be unlucky
enough to have punctures, then you will fix them on your own too.

Why you should join in?
In order to become a better bike rider you need to gain skills, including bike handling skills,
bike maintenance skills and traffic skills. Better bike riders also gain fitness from extended
riding, from 'stretching' themselves a little bit each time. Fitter and more experienced riders
cycle more, cycle longer and enjoy riding more. The BNCC offers you a goal to work on all
these aspects of cycling.

At the end there is a great social BBQ event with catering and a chance to tell your stories.

Will the Challenge suit me?
Yes! The routes range from 60km to 200km over difficult terrain with either 3, 5 or 8 long
hills. The idea is that you choose the distance that will be a challenge to you, remembering
that you have all day to ride that distance. There is a distance to challenge almost
everyone.

Easy Riders
If you are a rider who normally rides 25 to 35km 'easy' rides, then you would choose the
60km challenge. Your overall average speed could be between 10 and 15 km per hour over
4 to 6 hours riding time, and you will still be able to fit in between one and three stops for
refreshments. You could ride up hills in your granny gear at 5 to 6 km per hour and roll
downhill somewhat faster to make up time.

Medium Riders

Passing

Flat

The "medium rider" who normally rides 40km to 60km would choose the 100km challenge.
Your time could be between 4 and 7 hours riding time, giving an overall average speed of
between 14 and 24 km per hour. Still plenty of time for two or three refuelling stops.

Medium-Hard Riders
The "medium-hard" rider who normally rides 70 to 90 km would choose the 160km
challenge - the "Mike Bate Imperial Century". Your riding time would probably range from 6
to 8 hours with an overall average speed of between 20 and 26 km per hour. Probably one
long stop, plus some shorter ones would be in your plan.

Hard Riders

The "hard rider" who regularly rides over 100km would choose the 200km challenge. This
new distance has been added for the riders who finished the 160km 'too easily' and are
looking to take on bigger challenges elsewhere. You would expect to be in the saddle for 8
to 9 hours at a minimum speed of 23 km per hour in order to return by sunset.

What should I do if I want to enter?
The first thing to do is to find your riding group. Talk to your friends, family or others on Bike
North rides. You will be able to download a registration form from the Bike North website
closer to the event time.

Second, you need to work out a regular riding program to ensure that you will be fit enough
to take your challenge at the end of April. Luckily there are many suitable rides in the lead
up period, including the "Bike North Autumn Classics".

Third, you should learn a little bit about how to ride longer distances, including eating and
drinking appropriately and basic mechanical skills. If you haven't ridden long uphills and
downhills then practice.

What if I want more information?
A detailed ride guide for the BNCC will be available from the BN website – it will give you all
the required information. If you want more, then contact the Event Coordinator, Doug
Stewart, on 9874 5594 or at speedwell74@yahoo.com.

Look forward to seeing you there on the day!!
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Confederation Trail

Prince Edward Island,
Canada – Mostly Flat and
Very Picturesque
(Confederation Trail and Other
Rides)

By Graeme Edwards

In September we had the opportunity to visit Prince Edward
Island, one of the maritime provinces in Canada. We
stayed with some good friends in Charlottetown, the capital
of the province and it was from here that we were able to
do some cycling on the island. PEI is an island of contrasts
with a rich maritime history, red sands and home to the
famous not-to-be-missed lobster supper.

One of our trips involved riding on a section of the
Confederation Trail. In 1989 the PEI railway was
abandoned and a unique opportunity to create a shared
walking and cycling trail was borne. It is a rail trail of
sizeable proportions covering over 400 Km of paths. The
trail extends 270 kilometres from Tignish to Elmira (tip to
tip) with many side routes to explore along the way. The
trail passes through a number of different environs from
wetlands to hardwood groves. Being an old railway
easement the grade is mostly flat so the riding is pretty
easy.

Shelter

Another Shelter

A good point to start exploring the trail is from
Charlottetown where you will find a number of places to
hire bikes for the day or for the week. There is plenty of
accommodation as well as a wide selection of restaurants.
If you are looking for a hearty breakfast before you start
your ride, you cannot go past Cora's. They serve only
breakfast with a fine selection of cycle friendly fare such as
bagels, pancakes and French toast, accompanied by plenty
of fresh fruit and juices.

A branch of the
Confederation Trail
comes right into
Charlottetown allowing
easy access to the
rest of the trail. As
Charlottetown is near
the middle of the
island it makes a great
base camp allowing
you to travel out in
either direction.

The trail itself is mostly
made up of fine
gravel. If it was a trail
here in Sydney, the
RTA would call it
reconstituted

sandstone. When we were there the trail was in good
condition and the parts we rode would be suitable for a
road bike with skinny tyres. The bikes we hired came with
wider tyres for that smoother ride. Being gravel, the bikes
can get pretty muddy so you need to consider this when
choosing the type of bike you might use.

As you travel
along the trail
you may well
find yourself
travelling down
long avenues of
trees. Even in
the more urban
areas you are
well screened
from the
houses and
roads only
sometimes riding through open areas with farm paddocks
on either side. Occasionally you will come across a road
crossing. These are well signposted and riders have right
of way so even if there is a car, there is no need to stop. All
the really busy roads had lights to allow you to cross safely
and all of these were as you got closer to Charlottetown.

Confederation Bridge

There are water and toilet facilities along the way but you
will need to take your own food unless you intend to leave
the trail in search of food in one of the many communities
along the route.

There are also shelters along the route where you can stop
for a break or in case you find yourself caught out in a
heavy downpour.

Another ride of interest is along the south shore. Once
again this leaves from Charlottetown. This ride was on-road
but once clear of Charlottetown there was very little traffic.
The route stays close to the southern shoreline of the
island and provides plenty of scenic vistas over the ocean
and of the many bays along the south shore. One not to be
missed is the view of Confederation Bridge linking PEI to
mainland Canada. The bridge is 12.9 kilometres long and
comes into view about half way through the ride. From then
on you get longer and longer glimpses of the bridge until
you reach Borden-Carleton where the bridge touches down
on PEI.

If you have time it is well worth visiting the north shore of
the island to ride the path between Cavendish and North
Rustico. Here you will get to see the red soil and cliffs for
which PEI is famous, along with some of the wildlife.
Cavendish is also famous for being the home of Lucy Maud
Montgomery the author of “Anne of Green Gables”.

So if you are looking for a place where you can ride for
hundreds of kilometres off-road and fairly flat, then PEI
Canada should be on your list of places to go. Just pick
your time of year, however, as the weather can be pretty
harsh. Best times are between May and October. For more
information check out www.thegentleisland.com
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Ouagadougou Rest Days
By Bill Tomlin

We’ve arrived at Ouagadougou, the capital of Burkina
Faso, where we are enjoying two rest days. Much has
happened since the last email, with more people being sick
and injured, and more bush camps in wonderful villages,
where we have been warmly greeted by the community
and entertained by the kids.

Our rest day in Nazinga Game Reserve was great, with a
“safari” by 4 wheel drive taking us to a lake, where we
watched elephants washing and playing, then managed to
get within 20 – 30 mtr of about 9 elephants as they
munched on the grass and trees near us. We also saw
baboons, antelopes, crocodiles and a range of different
birds.

BN in Senegal

From Nazinga we cycled through more great villages. In
particular, Tiébélé, where we had a tour through the “royal”
village, where the chief and his families have lived for over
450 years. The mud huts are painted in traditional designs
and built according to traditional designs dating back even
further to northern Ghana, where the local originated.

In Ouagadougou I’ve been to the artisans market, national
museum, the cathedral and a museum of music for a
cultural touch to this great place. For two days, Zibé has
been my taxi driver, or personal chauffeur, which has made
things easier. Tomorrow we leave Ouaga for Koupéla. We
have decided to make the Christmas day stage shorter and
will be camping in the bush. Our dinner will be a buffet style
shared with whoever turns up to watch us. Usually
wherever we camp we have lots of kids and their parents
greeting us and playing with us.

We have three more days in Burkina Faso before crossing
the border into Benin, our fifth country. The weather is a
milder 35 deg or so each day and cooler nights, which
make sleeping easier. It will start to get more humid too as
we head south towards the Gulf of Guinea.

Merry Christmas from West Africa!

Bill

(Editor Note – received December 2011)
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Moutiers to Albertville

Albertville

Annecy Central

Lake Annecy, France – It doesn’t get
better than this…

By Gloria Blondé and Greg Bruce

Having had the good fortune to be in Bourg St Maurice for a start and finish of the 2009
Tour de France, we couldn’t help but buy bikes and to have them there for non-skiing visits.

July 2011 saw our first independent foray into cycling in Europe. It was a very small start but
so magnificent, we can’t wait for the next opportunity.

The best way to give you a flavour is through a small number of select photos. We took the
train from Bourg St Maurice to Moutiers, as the road is not cycle-friendly and the locals do
not recommend riding it. The train ride is cheap and takes about a ½ hr because of various
small village stops between the two larger centres.

From Moutiers it is easy access to an off-road cycle path that runs all the way to Annecy. As
many know, cycling in France can be a dream (except if you have to go up and over the
mountains). This route runs in the valley between mountain ranges, along the Isère River.
From Moutiers to Albertville is only about 35 km of rolling along beside the river and off of
the autoroute.

Annecy Path

Annecy Town Hall

Medieval Village

Albertville, a former Olympic site, is not a town where we would choose to spend much
time, but it has some interesting pockets, particularly the medieval village on the hil. We
overnighted and then headed on to Annecy, our main destination. The ride between
Albertville and Annecy is nothing short of exquisite. Beautiful scenery, easy riding, villages
to stop at along the way and lots of cyclists of all sorts.

We had 3 days in and around Annecy. The lap around the lake is worth doing both for the
scenery and villages along the way. And while there are many routes out of Annecy and on
to other parts in this region, we chose to tour Annecy itself, an interesting historic village
and key summer holiday spot.

For those who savour the delights of France such as croissants, cheese, wine, bread, paté -
need we say more? The cycling was easy, the weather magnificent, although perhaps a bit
on the warm side. We cycled there and back, with minimal gear in our backpacks as we
chose the civilised option of auberge accommodation.

The photos tell the story best. The next sojourn will probably be a bit longer and not in the
peak of summer. Between the bike, the train and the delights of small French villages, what
more could one ask for?
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Our turnaround point

Cycling trip to Urana and Milawa, 2011
Keith Griffin

This is an account of the holiday, concentrating on the rides, leaving out most of the gory
details of our travels, food, wine, and other activities etc.

Milawa and Urana are geographically quite close, separated mainly by the Murray river, but
they are culturally worlds apart.

Urana
Not having quite recovered from a less than severe cold during the week, Fran agreed,
even insisted, that we not modify our holiday plans.

As early as sensible on Saturday morning the cats were caught and caged, ready for
delivery to the vet (gaol) for safe keeping while we were to be away. Fran delivered the cats
while I took my last flute lesson for the term, this being the first day of school holidays. With
cats gone, there was really no reason to hang about so rather than do a long drive the next
day, we had decided to visit Fran's father in Cowra for a night before heading to our first
destination, Urana. The visit went very well. We cooked a big meal and left Jack with
enough left overs to cope without needing to cook for the next few evenings.

Why Urana? This question was eventually uttered, apologetically, on our 2nd day in Urana,
by the lady who ran the local 'supermarket'. The answer is not simple, nor even sensible.
Fran and I have stayed here on several other occasions using it as an overnight stay on
cycling tours between Cowra and Rutherglen. So we know the town its only
accommodation. There is nothing to do in Urana which means we will ride our bikes, read
books, compose some music, cook nice dinners, and drink some wine.

Ride 1
09:00 Bikes and riders ready to attack the viciously howling wind. It was cold enough for us
to have dressed in underlayers, long sleeves and leg warmers, but we expected to be able
to remove some of this mid ride. The road heading towards Morundah was a logical choice
given the northerly gale. At the 30 km mark we stopped and had some food. The road had
been flat, very flat, though we were having great trouble believing it. In this wide open
landscape two things conspire to render one's sense of inclination useless. Firstly, the lines
of the view ahead converge at that place known to all great perssective artists, the
vanishing point, straight ahead. The road edges, the electricity poles and wires, the
roadside fences, and the horizon provide the perspective lines. At one or two places a few
trees add another line or two. As only a small proportion of this view is below the horizon
and the upper majority is pure amorphous blueness, one always seems to be going uphill.
This visual trickery is exacerbated by the strong headwind which provides that difficulty of
pedaling known to accompany uphill cycling.

The return journey's
landscape told
visually equivalent
lies but with the
wind behind us it
was easy to
maintain speeds
well above 30 km/hr
with little effort. Our
final average for the
morning was just
over 29 km/hr.

Ride 2
The wind was even
stronger, which left
us with only one
other sensible route
starting into the
wind and finishing
with its assistance.

The road to Boree Creek boasts several rolling "hills" which are not quite long or steep
enough to classify the road other than flat. Again we dressed heavily to combat the lack of
morning warmth. The trees here lined both sides of the road providing a perfect wind tunnel,
but a more scenic ride and with much better road surface for the most part. There were
some sections of road where we struggled hard to keep much above 21 km/hr, esp as we
approached our agreed turn around point at 35 km. Sustenance and removal of now rather
overly warm clothing provided a good excuse for a rest, before we turned the bikes and they
started rolling in the wind, Aeolian bikes.

A few pedal strokes
and we were in our
highest gears
tearing along at
more than 40 km/hr
and with no more
effort than during an
Olympic Park ride.
A short time later a
local appeared from
the left and
challenged us to a
race. At 38 km/hr
we were not
keeping up with this
brash and confident
local. We watched
as he bounded
across the road
ahead, deflty cleared a fence, avoided swimming in a dam, and disappeared into the scrub.
Kangaroos are like that.

On return to home we had improved our average to 29.6 km/hr and covered 10 km further
than yesterday.

Ride 3
If stage 2 or the Tour of Britain can be cancelled because of bad weather, then so can one
of our rides. We abandoned thoughts or riding today due dangerously strong winds and
rain. As a replacement therapy we drove to Narrandera, via Coleambally, had lunch and
returned using the more direct route through Boree Creek. Sensibly and in keeping with the
nature of this holiday to date and being hundreds of kilometres from the ocean, we had fish
and chips for lunch.

It's too wet outside

This monument is so gross, we had to take a cheesey photo

As a parting gesture Urana
threw a very big storm at
night and we had small frogs
enter under the front door of
the house and hop through.
If they knew where they
were headed they gave us
no clues, and had
disappeared by morning.

Milawa
Here began the official Bike
North part of this tour. The
"Milawa Gourmet Tour" is
intended as a perfect mixture

of cycling and enjoying food and wine, so we can relax from the survival mode of
eating/cooking required in Urana.

Present for the day 1 ride were me, Fran, Richard & Simone on the tandem, Mal and Liz.
From Day 2 we were joined by Donna and Drew, but with bad weather and other
considerations they sensibly chose to do different rides from the official ones.

Ride 1
We joined the railtrail at Everton, where it divides going to Myrtleford one way and
Beechworth the other. The route to Beechworth is really a 20 km climb, never steep, rising
about 500 metres in that distance. The cold start had us rugged up and in typical cyclist
fashion, or lack of it, discussing the fashion dos and don'ts of various apparel for the ride.
Luckily it did not rain, and the ride through the bushland to Beechworth was serene and
picturesque, notwithstanding the threats from dark clouds now and then.

We enjoyed morning tea at the famous bakery, and took a quick cycle tour of the town,
conducted by guide Mal who had holidayed here with his family in the still memorable past.
Beechorths's town centre is sensitively blessed with strips of 5 star pavé across the main
road intersections, making these places just that little bit more "interesting" to cycle through.

We took the return journey down the road, and could not keep up with Richard and Simone
on the tandem, esp with the headwind. The rest of us arrived back at the motel a few
minutes later, though morally lifted as we had taken the correct route via Tarrawingee, but
the double trouble on the bicycle built for two had come back the shorter route.

Following lunch we visited the Cheese Factory, sat around telling lies, read books and
newspapers, found out our chosen restaurant was booked out but found and implemented a
very good plan B at another just across the road.

Ride 2
Cancelled due to rain and
cold. No, we are not wimps,
but with opportunities such
as wine tasting, beer tasting,
olive shop, mustard shop,
honey tasting to replace
getting wet and cold on the
bikes, the group consensus
was quickly reached. We
took a car trip to Beechworth
for some wine and beer
tasting and lunch.

During the afternoon the
weather improved and Mal,
Fran and I seized the
remainder of the day, cycling
to the tiny location of
Carboor along a mildly
undulating and picturesque
road. The headwind on the
way out was strong, but as
we turned to come back our
perseverance was rewarded
and we ended our 48 km
ride with an average speed
of 30 km/hr.

Ride 3
We rose an hour earlier as
clocks had shifted an hour forward during the night. Again we knew the wind would be a
factor, but with a route which began heading south, most of the difficult fighting would be
done in the first 40 kms of the 103 km route. We struggled to Moyhu, turned side to the wind
for a short time, then back into it again, meeting a local road race coming the other way,
riders hammering, throwing down gauntlets and unleashing suitcases of courage just in
case Phil Ligget was watching. A separate smaller local recreational group of cyclists
passed us at a regrouping point. They were riding from Benalla to Glenrowan and back.

Finally we turned with the wind at our backs and into the most undulating part of the ride
from Greta West to Lurg, Winton and Glenrowan where we had a well deserved lunch.
Refuelled, we attacked the final flat "sprint" back to town with as much energy as we had
left. At the end of the ride we were all totally spent, but in high spirits and ready to party as
this was our final ride of the Milawa Gourmet Tour for 2011.

But just to make me a liar, Mal managed to rise early the next day and go for a 35 km ride
before breakfast, while the ice on our cars glistened in the sunshine of our second Eastern
Summer Time day.

Half the group left before breakfast, the rest of us parted company after freshly baked
croissants, poached eggs and grilled tomatoes, toast, jam, tea and coffee. We ended our
Gourmet Tour in style, and look forward to another.
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Darcy Gets to Go Riding
Too!

By Marea McDonnell

Last year, a few months after James and I adopted Darcy, I
wondered if there was such a thing as a doggie bicycle
basket. We also thought it would be nice for Darcy to be
able to join us on a few rides rather than having to stay at
home. We wanted something safe and sturdy that Darcy
could not either jump or fall out of. Enter ‘google’ - “dog
baskets for bicycles”. Searching on the internet, I found the
range of “Basil Pasja dog bicycle baskets”, from the
Netherlands which can be mounted on either the front or
rear of a bike. In our case, a rear-mounted basket was
preferable. It would be more stable and the front handlebar
of my bike did not really lend itself to mounting a basket in
the front. I also felt a front mounted basket is only an option
for a very small dog such as a Chihuahua. After a brief
search of local bike shops, Darcy and I went for a “test
drive” of a basket from Cranks Cyclery in Balmain.

The baskets come in three sizes with an optional steel
space frame; essential in my opinion. The basket sits on a
rear mounted rack and is attached to the bike frame by a
quick release lever, which, when attached, activates
clamps which press down and clamp securely around the
rack. I added an extra safety measure – a strap holding the
basket on to the rack which acts as a backup in case the
quick release lever is “released” by accident. I am
impressed with how sturdy the basket is. And of course
what every dog needs, is their own personalized number
plate, which Darcy now has.

Darcy, Transport and Chauffeur

Once the best transport option was decided, then came the
task of introducing Darcy to the basket, which was done
slowly in progressive stages. Initially he sat in the basket
on the ground without the cover. Then the basket was
mounted on my bike and Darcy got a gentle and slow walk
around the yard in his basket. Then the cover was put on.
And then we ventured out for a slow ride around the block.

Darcy's Basket

Darcy’s introduction to bike riding in his basket has been a
great success , thanks to going slowly, at a pace Darcy
was comfortable with, lots of treats and water on hand, and
short rides at first away from noisy traffic. The first big
outing was a ride around Olympic Park on a quiet week
day. Darcy has seemed very happy and content in the
basket since day one. Many of you have already met our
Darcy and he looks forward to your company on future
rides.
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"Mates rides", Advice to 
Bike North Members

31 October 2011

Bike North Inc. encourages everyone to cycle as often as possible and strongly supports all
types of rides including solo cycling, friends riding together, organised rides/events as well
as our formal Rides Program.

There are risks associated with running rides and this advice is provided to members from
the Bike North Executive.

The Risks
The vast majority of all types of rides happen without any incident at all, and Bike North
encourages cyclists to gain skills and fitness which are the tools required to enjoy all types
of cycling.

On rare occasions there are incidents which result in injuries to riders or third parties and/or
damage to bikes or other items. In most cases injuries are minor and do not result in any
ongoing disability. Almost always there is no blame attributed among parties as everyone
understands that these incidents can occur.

It is possible, although very unlikely, that an incident will occur which will result in serious
injury and ongoing lifetime affects. Bike North has never been involved in such an incident
after riding hundreds of thousands of kilometres over the last 15 years.

But, if such an incident did happen it is quite likely that legal action would ensue in order for
maximum compensation to be available to the injured party. In some cases negligence or
incompetence may be claimed. In such cases this liability and compensation are the goals
of the injured party's legal team and all friendship and understanding will be put aside.

The Bike North rides Program
Our Rides Program aims to provide the best possible cycling experience with the fewest
possible risks to all participants. We do this through a structured series of carefully planned
rides, over all grades, led by trained ride leaders who follow best practice protocols and are
reassessed regularly. All riders must read and sign the risk warning which is at the top of
every rides log before they take part in the ride.

If any major incidents do occur it is up to the leader to provide evidence that the ride has
been run according to best practice standards, however decisions about liability will be up to
the legal process and there are no guarantees of the legal outcomes.

By publishing our rides through Bicycle NSW our Ride Leaders are protected by insurance
claims against them as leaders. The insurance company does not guarantee to cover all
costs, but we believe that evidence about the way the leader was trained and assessed and
the way the ride was run will be major factors in determining liability or coverage.

Other organisations' rides
Other organisations which run rides should also go through the same risk reduction and risk
management processes as Bike North, and be able to produce the evidence if required.
They should also carry event insurance which protects the organisers.

Friends & Family rides
The vast majority of group riding worldwide would be friends and family riding together. In
these cases the participants know each other and are enjoying each other's company in a
shared experience. There is an unstated rule that each party understands the risks and
takes personal responsibility for themselves.

However if a serious incident occurs it is possible that legal action could be taken to look for
negligence or compensation. The outcome of this and any payments would solely depend
on the legal processes at the time. A person may have been deemed the leader and held
partially or wholly liable.

Mates rides
A "Mates Ride" is defined as a ride where an invitation is extended to persons who may or
may not be known to the ride leader via some form of open communication channel such as
a chat list, Facebook, blog, forum, SMS broadcast or other social media or even a verbal
invitation given to a group of people.

The differences from the "Friends & Family" category are:

1. participants may not be known to the organiser, with the risk that they may not have
the skills, experience or fitness to do a particular ride.

2. the person who makes the invitation is not guaranteed to be a trained ride leader and
run the ride according to the protocols.

3. There is no control on the route taken or the way the ride is run.

In almost all cases such rides take place without incident, but if a serious incident does take
place then legal processes will again take into account all of the factors before any decision
is taken. The person who makes the invitation, and/or who "calls the shots" on the day may
be deemed to be the ride leader and therefore may be deemed to have certain
responsibilities.

Insurance
There is no specific insurance cover for any ride participant in any Bike North ride, unless
you have purchased cover: for example as a Bike North Premium Member, a member of
Bicycle NSW or a member of Cycling Australia. This is usually the case for most cycling
events, hence "you ride at your own risk".

Insurance will often provide some levels of cover against third party injury and third party
property damage caused by the rider, however it may not cover a claim of negligence from
another party.

Bike North Ride leaders leading rides on the official Bike North Rides Program are covered
by special liability insurance provisions through Bicycle NSW if certain conditions are met.

On Family and Friends Rides or Mates Rides there is no insurance cover for those deemed
to be ride leaders or organisers.

Recommendations for members

1. Participate in rides published in the Bike North Rides Program, but be aware that you
ride at your own risk.

2. Take out appropriate insurance to cover you for the risks you deem important. This
could include third party injury, third party property, personal injury and/or personal
property cover.

3. Make yourself aware of the risks you run in the very unlikely event of an incident if
you organise or participate in a Mates Ride or are riding with Family & Friends.

Summary of different situations.

Scenario Ride Leader Situation Ride Participants
Situation

Bike North Ride Leader
running Bike North Ride

Insurance cover applies
for leader and for Bike
North
Best risk mitigation as long
as protocols are followed.
Official sign on sheet must
be used.
Leaders ride at their own
risk.

No protection
or insurance
coverage.
Ride Protocols
are designed
to minimize
risk to
participants.
Riders ride at
their own risk.

Bike North Ride Leader
running Mates Ride or
Friends & Family Ride

Insurance cover does not
apply.
Risk mitigation may
depend on how the ride is
run but this will need to be
explained in court.
Official Bike North sign on
sheet must NOT be used.
Leaders ride at their own
risk.

No protection
or insurance
coverage.
Low chance of
risk reduction
strategies.
Riders ride at
their own risk.

Other cyclists (non
leaders) running a Mates
Ride or Friends & Family
Ride

Insurance cover does not
apply.
Risk mitigation may
depend on how the ride is
run but this will need to be
explained in court.
Official Bike North sign on
sheet must NOT be used.
Leaders ride at their own
risk.

No protection
or insurance
coverage.
Low chance of
risk reduction
strategies.
Riders ride at
their own risk.
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